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THE ELECTRODEPOSITION OF METALS

Vy \V. LasII MlLLCI.

In oi>cntng this symposium, I \vi>h first of all to convey tlic

hearty thanks of the Society to our members, Messrs. Piancroft,

Bennett, Frary, Kern, Mathers and Watts, !'o have carried

throujjh the laborious task of collecting the data that are in

our hands tcnlay. To make this collection it was nci- ->^ary to

go through the patent literature, and to search mon %'rai hs.

abstract journals and text-bfoks of inorganic c' irtry, electro-

chemistry, electroanalysis, e'ectroplating and < .ctn-rcfini Ft

sources of information, and tiien to consult .e original artich

in dozens of scientific aud technical journals. No attempt has

been made to give only the "gocKl" recipes; in ph .tochcntw
)

as is well known, the art of photography has far outstripjiet!

the science, and here too it may be found that sonc "obviously

silly addition to the bath, recommended by a technical man, ma

in practice have a beneficial effect for reasons unsuspected anu

unexplained.

The compilers, of course, accept no rcsjionsibility cv < pt for

the correctness of their abstract; Their work has funiished us

with a summary of permanent value and a basis for today's

discussions. Our thanks are due them, and are hereby tendered,

for all the trouble they have taken.

Otr subject of today was brought before this .«^ocicty nine

years ago at one of its joint meetings with the Fifth International

Electrical Congress at the St. Louis Exposition, in a paper by

Bancroft' on "The Chemistry of Electroplating." In this paper

the author, among other matters, compared the structure of

metals deposits' eiectrolytically b'- heavy currents with the

structure of precipitates produced rapidly Iv purely chemical

means, and in this analogy found the only explanation we yet

» Bancroft, These Transactions, 6, S7-43 (' ''4)-
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have of the direct effect of current density on the structure of

the deposit.

Now. nine years later, tliis jwrallclism between "electrochem-

ical" and purely chemical processes,' which Bancroft was one of

the first to emphasize, is generally r-cognired ; and some striking

new instances have been found by SkrabaP in his study of the

reduction of the chromates; it is, moreover, at the bottom of

all the explanations recently put forward to account for certain

inizzlinK voUaKcs observed at the electrodes during electrolysis,

which is the subject I have chosen to speik on today.

If the electromotive force needed to send a heavy current

through a given electrolytic cell is greater than that required to

send a light current by more than the product of the current-

difference into the resistance of electrolyte and wiring, the cell

is said to be "polarized" by the current. The same word is fre-

quently made use of when it is found that a higher voltage is needed

to bring about a given reaction—say, the liberation of hydrogen—

at an electrode of one material, say mercury, than when another

material, say platinum, is employed. Two causes for such polar-

ization have long been recognized. The first is the formation

of a precipitate or film which may shut off the current altc^ether,

as with anodes of aluminum or tantalum.* or which may cut

down the current and so pennit the precipitate to dissolve, giving

rise to periodic phenomena, as in the electrolysis of sodium sul-

phide' or of some nickel salts," or which finally, while letting the

current pass, may protect the metal from solution and so render

it "passive." as with anodes of lead' and tin» in solutions of

caustic soda. The second long-recognized cause of polarization

is the electromotive force due to concentration changes sit up at

the electrodes by the current.

Other causes, of course, have been suggested; but. until re-

cently, acting on what Mach calls the principle of "economy" in

»Sec also. Luther, Zeit. f. Elektrochem.. 8. 646 (woj), and B.-incroft, These

Transactions, 8, 33 (1905).

•Skrabal, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 14. 5J9 (1908).

•v. Bolton, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., II, 49 (>905)-

Kuessner. Zeit. f. Elektrochem., lo, 769 (i9'o).

• Koelichen. Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 7. 6-.. m90i).
Kuster, Zeit. anorg. Chem., 46. ti3 (1905).

•Thiel u. Windelschmidt, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 12. 737 (1906), and 13, 3'7 (1907).

' Elbs u. Forsell. Zeit. f. Elektrochem.. 8, 760 fi9oj).

•Foerstcr u. Dolch, Zeit. I. Elektrochem., 16, 599 (>9io).
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scK'ticf," dcctriKlifini>ts ha. .lcavorc<l to refer all ca<;es of

polarization to one or tlic other ot" the two classes just dctincd.

It was not always easy. I'.xjK-rinionts with innj^lic mirrors,'" for

instance, have discrediteil tlie oxidc-filtn theory of the passivity

of iron, while the conccntration-ccl! explanation loses plausibility

when i* assumes such concentrations as ten tons of hydrogen

per liter to "explain" the polarization of mercury m normal

sulphuric acid." Still, it is always i)ossil)le tc, assume "invisible

films" and endow them with any j)roix'rties desired ; and e(|uatinr

which lead to imiK>ssibly hi,a;h concentrations awake in some

minds a feeling of reverem • rather than criticism; so that the

nf'cessitv for new explanations was recognized only when it

appeared ihat concentration changes at the electrodes may be

calculr fr.m the laws of diffusion, and that in r -tain instances

they i wholly insi fficient to account for the jxjlarization

observt.i.

i he first to make such calculations was We'uer;'- his results,

!;!-e those of his successors, Warburg" and Sand." were based

(vi the assumption that in the experimental work all convection—

whether due to stirring, vibration, heating, evolution of gases.

or change of specific gravity in the solutions—was strictly ex-

cluded. The great advance in the theory of diffusion which has

freed cxiKrimentcrs from such difficult conditions was made in

Noyes and Whitney's'' paper on the rate of solution of solids;

and their theory of dift'usinn through an adherent liquid film."'

applied by Xcriist." F-runner'" and Merriam."' has led to cpiick

and relialilc laboratory methods of determining the concentrations

sought -"

•M.ich. r,.pii1i>r Kirntific 1. >iur.-!.. Chicago. Open C....rt ' ^- .S% ','"";'
,.-,,.i,,,„.

''"^;M^^,;i^%ccordinB to Mv.l1.r. Zdj. nnnrj^ Chrm I* . ""P'^l:.|;i«^'^'z::'^":;|;;'«

to Cnclni 11. ILinnelurit, Zcit. iiliv?. Cllem., iS. oo<) do-n. aii.l ta-pan. ^<it. vhv-.

Chinv. .?0, go ( iHqq).
1-: W.-1kt. Wicil. Ann.. 7. .5.16 (1R70I.

"WartiiirB. Wie.l. .\nn.. 67. 401 (ifOQV .,,,-,

"X.ives an.l Wliitrr-. /lit. plus. Clu-m.. 2.«. (.So (ifuj)-

>« \ iimilar l.vt.nthrMs has j.i>t li.cn i„tn;.luc<-.l int.. the tl-rnrv ff the
7"'"<-V';"

of heat in |,."cs. and pr-mise. to be equally frnitfnl. See I.anKtnnir, this vol.. p. --go.

! .Nernst. 'eit. phys. Cliem.. 47. 5J (101)4).

I" llrlinner. Zeit. phvs. Cliem.. 47, ,;f> (1904I.

>» Nernst u. Merriam. Zeit. |)hy<i. Chem.. S3, 2.15 (1005).

»..\ full treatnunt of the mathematie.al theory of the concentra.mn ehanses at he

ectrodes broURht by direet. interrupted, or alterna.niK ev.rrent ^y-':'' ' '^'f, a 1

„e of non-,n8tamanecus reaetions between the l;""'i>'>-
'^''i'',;;\' 'u'l"/a \^^^^

e other constituents of the solution, is ti.v.n by T. K. Kosthruuh .mil «. i.asn

elect

c;i8e

Mnier.'VouVi'Phys.' Chein..''l4, 8I6-884 (i9'o)
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The inadequacy of the Aim and concentration explanations once

recognized, what is the nature of the new explanations now
advanced ? Again the parallelism between electrolytic and purely

chemical reactions is appealed to: The growth of copper at the

cathode is compared with that of crystals in an undercooled

solution; reactions at the electrode hitherto supposed instan-

taneous are seen to take their time like others; hypothetical

hydrated ions are introduced, requiring time to give up their

water; "intermediate" compounds of all kinds are assumed—in

short, the whole collection of viewpoints and hypotheses built

up by the study of chemical kinetics is transferred bodily to elec-

trochemistry. One thing at least is gained: The old, undue

simplicity is gone ; while Faraday's and Hittorf 's laws, of course,

remain, and the principles of thermodynamics are as valid as

ever, it is now recognized, never again to be forgotten, that

electrochemical processes like those of pure chemistry are sub-

ject to the Bancroft-Ostwald law as well, according to which the

thermodynamically "most probable" reaction is in practice perhaps

the least likely to occur.°'

Smale- thought years ago, and all thought with him, that he

had determined the electromotive force of the reversible oxy-

hydrogen cell to be 1.075 volt; Haber^^ shows that 1.23 volt is

nearer the truth. Much work^* was done to clear the matter up,

and now it seems that the electrodes—even "unattackable"

platinum and iridium—are converted during electrolysis into

oxides or hydrides, by whose subsequent decomposition oxygen

and hydrogen are formed.-' At all events, such substances have

been prepared,-" and prove to have the properties required. The

assumption that these oxides arc only slowly formed explains the

need for waiting several days^' before the "chromic acid elec-

trode" attains its final electromotive force, while the observation

often made that platinum or iridium serves "better" than gold"

"Bancroft, Jour. Phjs. Clieni., I, 137 (i8q6); see also Wald. Zeit. phys. Cliem..

24, 509 (1897); Ostwald, Zeit. iiliys. Chcm., 22, 306 (1897).

»Sm,ile, Zeit. phys. Chcm., 14, 577 (1894); 16, 562 (1895)-

" Ilaber, Thermodynamik technischer Gasreaktionen, p. 161 (1905).

"Luther, Zeit. f. Eli'ktrochem., 13, 290 (1907).

"Lorenz, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 14, 78 (1908).

="W6hler, Ztit. f. Elektrochem., 17, 98 (1911).

" Scobai, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 9, 879 (1903).

"Crotogino, Zeit. anorgan. Chein.. 24, 245 (1900).

.
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for oxidation cells may be due to the lack of a suitable series of

gold oxides or to the slower rate at which they may be formed.

The conception of the electrode process thus has changed. No

longer does the H* sign simply lose its plus—or the ion its charge,

if that form of symbolism be preferred—and then uniting two

by two leave the electrode with the exact potential most con-

venient for thermodynamical computations, all over in an instant.

Now we must think of purely chemical reactions, of series of

indefinite hydrides, or oxides, as the case may be, slowly reaching

equilibrium with the solution.

The only reliable test of a conception is its fruitfulness, and

Mills"' criterion of a good scientitic hypothesis is that it may

be tested. The point of view iu>t ?et out suggested and offers

a satisfactory explanation of -oiue experiments carried out by

students in the Toronto laiwratory. to which I shall now refer.

If sulphuric acid, potassium bichromate and potassium iodide

are dissolved in the right proiwrtions in water, iodine is slowly

liberated.'" It must be obvious that in such a solution the elec-

tromotive force thermodynamical'.y "necessary" to reduce the

chromic acid is less than that required to reduce the iodine. In

point of fact, however, if a cathode be introduced, it is the iodine,

and not the chromic acid, that reacts. The "oxide theory" of

the chromic acid electrode, taken together with Mernam's obser-

vation that the electrolytic reduction of iodine is practically

instantaneous, gives the explanation. A gold electrode is mo=t

convenient, because platinum catalyses the reaction between

chromic acid and iodide : the "oxide" explanation of this differ-

ence between the two metals has just l>een gone into, and it is

hoped that measurements of the rate of catalysis may furnish

a check.

Arsenic acid behaves just like chromic ; in this case, moreover,

conditions under which the reverse reaction can conveniently be

studied are known.=^ and a few experiments served to show

that an anode oxidized iodide instead of arsenious acid, in solu-

tions where all the while iodide was being formed and arsenious

Mills. System of Logic. Book III. Cliai.. 14.

»De Lury, Jour. Phys. Chem., 7. 2.19 (iqoO.

"Roebuck, Jour. Phys. Chen.. 6. ,105 (loo^i; "». 7.!7 (">«S^-

mn
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acid destroyed by the "purely chemical" reaction. Particularly

sharp results can be obtained with solutions where the two reac-

tions are in equilibrium, working with low concentration of free

iodine, as described by Roebuck,^* but I shall not take up time

with these details.

Perhaps the most interesting are the results obtained with iron.''

Four years ago Mr. D. A. Welsh found that in scdutions where

iodide was slowly undergoing oxidation by a ferric salt, platinum

accelerated tlie reaction, and a gold cathode reduced the iodine.

The ferric salt thus behaves exactly like chromic acid. If the

explanation is to be the same, a new formula for the electrolytic

reduction must be used; He' " — Fe * will not serve any longer;

intermediate steps have been left out.

More closely connected with our subject of today is the

cathodic polarization observed by LeBIanc'* with the oscillograph

during electrolysis of the sulphates or nitrates of copper, nickel

and silver. The study of these and similar cases has been con-

tinued by Reichinstein, who, working with direct current,^' ob-

ser\ed polarizations as high as 0.7 volt during the deposition of

copper on a copper cathode in slightly acid solutions of copper

sulphate, and has elaborated a theory to account for these results,

based on the assumed primary formation of a hydrogen-copper

alloy.

With apparatus ci istructed after Reichinstein's description,'"

Mr. Burt-Gerrans and Mr. Brant were able to reach polarizations

of the same order as his, the deposit being pure copper and no

hydrc^en being evolved ; in order to check the theoretical expla-

nations offered, they repeated the experiments, adding a nickel

salt to the solution. As the decomposition voltage of nickel sul-

phate is less than 0.6 volt higher than that of copper sulphate,

it is hard to see how a deposit of alloy on the electrode, or delay

in the dehydration of copper ions, or a deficiency of cuprous salt

at the cathode, could interfere with the deposition of nickel if the

electromotive force between solution and cathode were kept 0.7

to 0.8 volt higher than that needed (with low currents) to deposit

*•' Roebuck, loc. cit., p. 392.

"See also Maitland, Zeit. f. Elektrochem., 12. 264 (1906), and Nernst u. Merriam,
toe. cit.

** I.eHlanc, Abh. d. Deutschen Runscn Gts.. No. Ill (1910).
"" Reichinstein, Zcit. f. F.leklrochem., IM. 850 (191s).

* Reichinstein, loc. cil.. p. 855.
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copper. The wished-for voltage was maintained for fifteen min-

utes with a current of 0.44 ampere, but the deposit contained no

trace of nickel. Similar experiments with the chlorides of copper

and tin, and with the nitrates of silver and copper, likewise gave

negative results.

Another explanation of the polarization must therefore be

sought. Reichinstein's cathode consisted of a plate of copper

covered with paraffin except for five square centimeters of 01

of its surfaces, in front of which—i. e., directly between cathode

and anode—and "extremely close to the paraffin-free surface,"

rotated a Witt's stirrer of glass. The siphon leading to the

hydrogen electrode and the potentiometer circuit with which the

polarization was measured entered the cell behind the cathode

plate. It is obvious that, in order to find the true polarization

with such an arrangement, the potentiometer readings must be

corrected by subtracting something for the drop of potential along

the (curved) path of the electrolysing current; the order of

magnitude of this correction, however, cannot be estimated with-

out knowledge of the dimensions of the apparatus. This cor-

rection will depend, for instance, on the distance between anode

and cathode, and it will be the greater the larger the stirrer and

the nearer it is to the cathode, the larger the anode surface, and

the larger the paraffined margin around the cathode surface.

In the absence of such data the curves" themselves give a hint.

Above 0.1 volt they are almost straight lines, voltage rising with

current; and in Fig. 532'* (which records a number of measure-

ments with different solutions, made without disturbing the

apparatus) their slopes are proportional to the specific resistances

of the solutions used. These curves, then, suggest very strongly

that the higher "polarizations" recorded would be substantially

cut down by a suitable correction for the potential drop in the

electrolyte, and, provisionally at least, may be regarded as con-

firming the negative result obtained in the nickel experiments.

If this turns out to be the case it would seem that there is still

room for a very old-fashioned explanation of some cases of

polarization side by side with the most modern developments

of the chemical analogy!

"The ordinates record the uncorrected "polarijation.

trolysing current.

• Loc. cit., p. 860.

and the abscissae the elec-








